About 1903, a number of Mexican white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and domestic goats were liberated on Maria Magdalena (Hanna, 1926:72) . Both the deer and the goats have become well established and were noted as common during our visit in April 1955. Magdalena is well covered with vegetation, and as of the above date, the goats do not seem to have caused any appreciable damage by their browsing.
Destruction of native vegetation on the islands is most apparent on Maria Madre where, during the course of the past one hundred years, a great deal of logging has been done on the forested slopes. The most sought-after tree has been the Spanish cedar (Cedrela). The cultivation of agaves for henequen has also altered considerable areas of the island. At the present time there is extensive planting of introduced trees of various species. In the past there has been a relatively small amount of timbering on Maria Magdalena, but the original plant cover has not been altered to any noticeable degree.
On San Juanito a network of harvest trails has been cut through the dense low scrub forest to facilitate the removal of henequen. These trails now enable a biologist to penetrate an otherwise difficult mat of vegetation. Maria Cleofas has a vegetative cover which is almost intact. Native fishermen occasionally put in at the east side of the island and remove single trees for the construction of dugout canoes. ST In evaluating the distribution of bird life within this insular group and reviewing the findings of previous workers, the gaps in our knowledge of the ornithology of the Tres Mafias becomes apparent and it is hoped that subsequent investigations will serve to clarify many existing problems with regard to ecology and speciation of the bird life of these interesting islands. Buteojamaicensisfumosus Nelson, Tres Madas Red~tail.--Red-tails were observed on all the islands except San Juanito, but so sparingly as to indicate that the population is rather small. I have not had an opportunity to examine specimens of this insular subspecies critically, so cannot comment on its validity as a race.
Caracara cheriway pallidus Nelson, Tres Marlas Caracara.--A common species on all islands of the group. In my opinion pallidus is a poorly defined race, as all birds examined from the Tres Mafias prove to be somewhat darker than mainland birds rather than lighter as given by Nelson (1898) in his description of the race. The character for dorsal neck markings also fails to hold when island birds are compared with specimens from the mainland. There is a very slight size difference, the island birds being somewhat smaller. Nelson in his description of the subspecies (1898: 8) states that the adult male birds are decidedly more greenish dorsally than male specimens from the mainland. In comparing a large series of skins from both areas, however, I fail to find any appreciable color differences in male birds; the skins from the islands exhibit just as much coppery sheen to the back as found in skins of ambiguus. The only discernible differences in goldmani appear to be the more ash-colored backs and paler rufous color of the middle rectrices in the females. There is no appreciable difference in measurements between mainland and island birds. Consequently I feel that goldmani is at best a poorly differentiated subspecies.
Dendrocopos scalaris graysoni (Baird), Ladder-backed Woodpecker.--A common species on all of the islands of the group. It is most frequently encountered in the thorny thickets of low shrubs, agaves, and terrestrial bromeliads just back of the beaches and is less common in the heavier forests. The low mat of vegetation covering San Juanito Island is especially well suited to the needs of this small woodpecker, and the species was found to be exceedingly common on this particular 
CHECK-LIST OF BIRDS OF TRES MARIAS ISLANDS
A careful tabulation of all species recorded by previous ornithologists and information resulting from our own recent work within the island group is given here as an aid to those workers who may visit 
